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CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
"Society is under a moral obligation to be intelligent in its study 
and treatment of the sex offender111. 
The fate of the sex offender has been, until fairly recent years, in 
t he hands of a hostile, vengeful and punitive public. His fate is still 
in many places determined on the basis of hysterical fears and prejudices 
which are all too often enhanced by the lurid and misconceived accounts 
of sex offenses found in the popular literature and the press. It is 
heartening, therefore, that the sex offender is to be found in greater 
prominence in social scientific research and that more and more studies 
are being made to help understand sexually deviated behavior. As 
Guttmacher has pointed out, "except perhaps for religion, there is no 
subject on vhich it is more difficult for us to think with scientific 
objectivity than sex"2. 
The scientific study of the sex offender has been motivated to a 
large extent by the community's concern about the problem. This is re-
flected in the fact that within the past ten years at least half a dozen 
state legislatures have established commissions which have reported on 
1 George W. Henry and Alfred A. Gross, "The Sex Offender11 , 
National Probation Association Yearbook, 1940. 
2 Manfred Guttmacher, M. D. Sex Offenses, p. 11 
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various aspects of the problem. The writer has examined some of these 
reports and is struck by the fact that in every study a statement is found 
concerning the tremendous need for more research into the area of sex 
deviation. 
This thesis is a study of sex offenders who have been committed to 
the Boston Psychopathic Hospital b.1 the courts in 1952 for a period of 
observation, following their appearance in court on charges of some type 
of sexual delinquency. The study is undertaken for the purpose of describ-
ing and examining some of the significant features of their social and 
psychological histories. The study is focused upon the ob$ervation period 
and the writer is specifically concerned with what the hospital records 
reveal concerning the following: (1) What types of offenders were admitted 
during 1952? (2) What were some of their personal and fa.Tilily backgrounds? 
and (3) What were the psychiatric findings during the observation period? 
This study will be based upon thirty-two case records. These records 
represent the total number of sex offenders who were sent to the Boston 
Psychopathic Hospital by the courts in Boston and vicinity (under Section 
100 of the General Laws of Massachusetts) during the year 1952. The 
year 1952 was selected since it is the most recent year and it was felt 
that some of the data would, therefore, be of greater value to the hospital 
in assessing work being done in this area of court referral. The study 
is limited to males. Because of the entirely different nature of their 
offense it was felt that females should be excluded from the study. 
The method of procedure has been the following: All court-referred 
cases coming to the hospital are recorded by the hospital social worker 
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on a small filing card. The writer selected all sex offender cases and 
drew these records f'rom the files. These records have been e:xamined on 
the basis of the purpose which has been set forth above. In order to 
elicit comparable material a schedule was drawn up and as far as possible 
was .followed, depending, of course, upon the material available in the 
records themselves. 
The presentation of the data will be divided into two parts. The 
first part - Chapter III - will be a survey of the whole group, giving 
same of the significant statistical information which was obtained from 
an analysis of the thirty-two records. Also included in this part are find-
ings related to the economic and family backgrounds of' the group, as well 
as some significant findings in relation to the offense itself. The second 
part of the presentation includes an intensive study of ten cases which are 
presented with emphasis upon personal and family background as well as upon 
the use of the observation period. 
The value of this study may be said to be two-fold. Firstly, as 
indicated above, there is actually a dearth of inf'ormation of a scientific 
nature concerning the sex offender f'rom which the public may get an accurate 
pictUJ:le of this type of delinquent. Legislative bodies which must enact 
laws relative to the sex offender have in the past written these laws in 
response to a wave of public indignation following a particularly heinous 
sex offense. Laws hastily prepared on the basis of skimpy evidence often 
prove more harmful than helpful in dealing with this type of problem. It 
is therefore important that research into this area be carried on in order 
to present as enlightened and accurate an understanding of the sex of'fender 
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as is possible. 
Secondly, the role of the Boston Psychopathic Hospital in helping the 
courts in the disposition of these cases is a significant feature in pro-
cessing the offenders who are referred for observation. It is the writer's 
feeling that a description and examination of the findings may help shed 
light on what is actually accomplished during this period. 
There are many limitations which are inherent in a study of this kind. 
The number of cases used is too small to form any valid generalizations 
about sex offenders. The records from Which most of the information was 
secured were not written for research purposes. They were often incomplete 
on some of the questions about which the writer was seeking information. 
Hospital Setting. The setting of this study is the Boston Psychopathic 
Hospital. The hospital was formally opened as a department of the Boston 
State Hospital on June 24, 1912. According to the Twelfth Annual Report 
of the Massachusetts State Board of Insanity, the purpose of the hospital 
was 11to receive all classes of mental patients for first care, e:xamination 
and observation, and provide short intensive treatment for incipient, 
acute and curable insanity" .3 
Unlike some of the other state hospitals, the Boston Psychopathic 
Hospital was not intended as a custodial institution. Most patients stay, 
on t he average, less than six months, and many are discharged in less time 
than this. Since its founding the hospital has been a teaching and research 
center. At the present time t here are students in the hospital \.J'ho are 
3 James Hay, M. D. Mental Diseases, p. 108 
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doing field work or research in psychiatry, nursing, psychology, social 
work and pastoral counseling. These students are sent to the hospital 
from various colleges and universities in the area. 
From the beginning the hospital has been concerned with the care and 
observation of offenders who are sent in ~ the courts of Boston and 
vicinity. The hospital was established partly as a result of a lengthy 
struggle to get better psychiatric evaluation of emotionally disturbed 
offenders whose condition was unrecognized in the local jails.4 The 
hospital is, therefore, obligated to accept patients sent in by the 
courts. While the hospital has some measure of control over other patients 
admitted, court cases are a definite and continuing hospital responsi-
bili ty. However, 11 i t has been as a rule the policy of the court to 
commit directly to other institutions for the insane all cases showing 
clearly the necessity of an extended hospital residence.11 5 The court 
gets its authority to commit a person to the hospital for a brief period 
of observation from Section 100 of the General Laws of Massachusetts 
which reads as follows: 
11Section 100. Commitment to State Hospital of Persons under 
Indictment. If a person under complaint or indictment for 
any crime is, at the time appointed for the trial or sentence, 
or at any time prior thereto, found by the court to be insane 
or in such mental condition that his commitment to an insti-
tution for the insane is necessary for his proper care or 
observation pending the determination of his insanity, the 
court may commit him to a state hospital under such limita-
4 L. Vernon Briggs, M. D. History of the Boston Psychopathic 
Hospital, p. 61 
5 Ibid. 
5 
' 
tations, subject to the provisions of section 105 as it may 
order. The court may in its discretion employ one or more 
experts in insanity, or other physicians qualified as pro-
vided for in section 53, to examine the defendant, and all 
reasonable expenses incurred shall be audited and paid as 
in the case of other court expenses. A copy of the cam-
plaint or indictment and of the medical certificate attested 
by the clerk shall be delivered with such person in accordance 
with section 53. If reconveyed to jail or custody under 
section 105 he shall be held in accordance with the terms of 
the process by which he was originally confined. 
"The period of commitment may not be in excess of 
thirty-five days, and the person must be removed from the 
hespital by the thirtieth day if found not insane. When 
released the Eerson must be returned to the court for 
disposition.tt 
The usual period of commitment is ten days, after which the person, 
. if found to be sane, is returned to court. The hospital sends a letter 
to the court giving a report of its findings. Usually this letter con-
tains a statement of the person's behavior at the hospital, whether any 
bizarre behavior was noted, whether a psychosis exists, along with a 
description of any other significant findings. In general these letters 
do not contain specific recommendations for disposition except in those 
cases where the person is found to be psychotic, in which case commitment 
to a state institution is reconnnended. Also in cases where mental 
deficiency is found to exist, institutionalization is often recommended. 
Role of the Social Worker: One social worker at the hospital is 
employed to work only with cases referred by the courts for observation. 
Her function is to assist the doctors in the diagnosis of the case. This 
6 Department of Mental Diseases. The Massachusetts Laws Relating 
to Insane Persons and Other Classes under the Supervision of the Depart-
ment of Mental Diseases. pp. 33-34 
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is done by interviewing relatives, neighbors, court officj_als and anyone 
else who can supply pertinent information regarding the offender's per-
sonality and background as well as the circumstances surrounding the 
offense itself. Very often the doctors are not able adequately to diag-
nose a case except With this information. The social worker is, therefor~ 
a very important part of the team-work approach in dealing with these 
cases. 
Types of Offenses 
When the court sends an alleged sex offender to the hospital, he 
comes officially charged with the commission of a particular offense. 
These legal charges are varied, depending upon the judge and the court. 
Following is a list of the official court charges of cases included in 
this study. 
1. Indecent Exposure 
2. Accosting and Annoying a person of the opposite sex. 
3. Open and Gross Lewdness 
4. Peeping Tom 
5. Lewd, Wanton Person 
6. Rape (Statutory) 
7. Indecent Assault and Battery 
8. Lewd and Lascivious Conduct 
9. Unnatural Act. 
Upon examination of the records these legal charges are actually 
found not to be so dissimilar as their number would indicate. Most 
charges of nopen and gross lewdness" for instance, are found to be cases 
7 
of "indecent exposure". The one case charged as ttunna.tura.l act" was found 
to be a. case of ltindecent assault". These legal charges, therefore, are 
quite meaningless in terms of really knowing what offense was actually 
committed or what the possible dynamics of the case might be. In the 
chapter in which the writer presents individual cases, these offenses are 
re-classified according to a more meaningful categorization. 
Legal Definitions: 
It may be of some interest, however, to give some of the legal 
definitions of the broader categories of offenses which are included in 
this study. The following definitions are based on the Massachusetts 
General Laws, Chapters 265, 272, and 277. 
Indecent Exposure The exhibitionist who exposes himself in a 
public or semi-public place. It is "intentional exposure to 
shock the feelings of chastity or to corrupt the morals". 
Open and Gross Lewdness In this classification there is 
usually included molesting children where there is no actual 
penetration of the female genitals. Also, homosexual experience 
between adult and adolescent. In general it includes impairing 
the morals of children in matters of sex. 
Lewd and Lascivious Behavior Included in this category is the 
use of indecent language in public. Cohabitation is also in 
this category, and it is described as the living together of 
man and woman with sex behavior of a 11public and shameful 
nature". 
Statutory Rape Sexual intercourse when the female is under 
age sixteen. 
8 
CHAPTER II 
CONCERNmG SEX OFFENSES 
A Brief Review of Some of the Recent Literature 
Cultural Factors 
Students of the problem of the sex offender are often impressed by 
the fact that there is no real uniformity of opinion as to what constitutes 
normal sex behavior. The grovring scientific literature in the field of 
human sexual behavior points more and more to the great diversity of sex 
patterns prevalent among humans the world over. Cultural and historical 
factors are now seen to play an important role in what is considered to be 
normal sex behavior. Practically every reference in this field of inquiry 
which the writer consulted has made mention of these factors. For example 
Bowman states: 11The ancient Egyptians favored incest in the royal families 
as did the Incas. The Greeks made a cult of homosexualitr'.1 Along a 
similar vein, Guttmacher offers the follovring: 
ttThe sexual mores vary in every culture. Among the Chinese 
of a former age the exposure of a woman's foot, and among the 
Mohammedans the exposure of her face, was as reprehensible as the 
exposure of her genitals. In the Mohammedan world masturbation 
is considered more reprehensible than anal relations or bestiality. 
In Japan public kissing is taboo, while the nude bathing of men 
and women together is accepted. According to the Koran law, 
girls may marry at nine and boys at twelve. Incestuous marriages 
between the members of the royal families in ancient Egypt and 
Hawaii were legally prescribed. In Bali fraternal twins of 
opposite sex \>Jere permitted to marry apparently on the theory 
that they had been completely intimate in utero".2 
1 Karl M. Bowman, "The Problem of the Sex Offender11 , American 
Journal of Psychiatry, October, 1951 
2 Manfred F. Guttmacher, Sex Offenses, u. W. Norton Company, 1951 
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Summarizing the studies of other zoologists and animal psychologists 
as vrell as hhr o\m survey, Dr. F. A. Beach has stated that "in the absence 
of ctlltural channelization many, if not all men and women, would possess 
the capacity for complete erotic response to members of either ser'.J 
And finally, Professor Alfred Kinsey makes the follmving statement 
on the role of culture in determining sex behavior: 
urn brief, the psychosexual pattern in the human animal 
originates in the indiscriminate sexual responses which, as a 
product of conditioning and social pressures, become increas-
ingly restricted in the direction of traditional interpreta-
tions of what is normal or abnormal in sexual behavior. 114 
Who is a Sex Offender? 
Despite these interpretations of cultural influences upon sexual 
behavior it is possible to come to some understanding of what is considered 
norma.l and \.That is considered deviant 1-lithin the framework of the American 
culture. In general it may be stated that the deviant, in the broad sense, 
is one who gains sexual satisfaction in a manner other than mutually agreed 
upon sexual intercourse between two adults of the opposite sex. 5 It should 
be noted at this time, however, that sexual deviation per se does not in -
itself represent a problem. It is only when "the deviant means for 
obtaining sexual satisfaction takes place under the eyes of certain persons 
constituting the public~6 It has been estimated by Professor Alfred Kinsey 
in his studies on human sexuality that for every twenty conVictions in the 
J F. A. Beach, et al in Psychosexual Development, by Hoch and 
Zubin. Grune & Stratton, New York, 1949, p. 66 
4 Ibid. 
5 See State of }.fichigan Study, p. 7 
6 Ibid. 
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United States some six million homosexual acts occur and that practically 
every adult male has at some time or other engaged in some :form of' peeping 
exhibitionism. This is not to mention such legalized expressions of' 
partial instincts as attendance at a burlesque show. 
When, then, does the sexual deviant become a sex oi'i'ender? This may 
be ansvrered quite simply by stating "a sex oi'fender is anyone who breaks a 
law relating to sex behavior". 7 And in the area of sex delinquency the 
violation of a law is really not sufficient to have one labelled as a sex 
offender. Practically speaking, the offense must in some vray come to the 
public's attention. 
Facts and Fallacies 
In thinking about the sex offender the public attitude toward this 
type of delinquency is often confused by certain fallacious ideas. The 
New Jersey Study8 lists some of these erroneous ideas, and it seems 
desirable to review some of them in order to give the reader a clearer view 
of what is fact and what is :fallacy concerning sex oi'i'enses in the United 
States: (1) That there are many thousands of' vicious sex :fiends in the 
nation ready to attack women and children. There is nothing in the statis-
tics or literature to warrant such a view. The best available information 
points to the fact that most sex oi'i'enses are of' a minor variety, and that 
only a small percentage are aggressive in character. (2) That sex offenders 
usually repeat their offense. The :fact is that sex oi'i'enders actually have 
one of the lowest recidivist rates among all types of' crime. It is only 
7 Karl l-1. Bow.ma.n, op. cit. 
8 State of' New Jersey, ttThe Habitual Sex Offender11 , 1950 
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the minor sex offendere, such as exhibitionists, who are knm-m to repeat to 
any large extent. (3) That the social scientist is able to predict the 
commission of a serious sex offense by a sexual deviate. The New Jersey 
Study summarizes statements from seventy-five outstanding psychiatrists 
indicating that "It is impossible to predict the occurrence of serious 
crime 1-rith any accuracyn. 9 (4) That sexual deviation is a recognized 
clinical entity. The fact is that among sex offenders there is found a 
wide range of psychological types. The so-called 11 sexual psychopath" is 
not a well defined diagnostic category. It becomes apparent, therefore, 
that the sex offender cannot be fitted into any one of the existing classi-
fications. (;) That methods for treatment and cure of sex offenders are 
knoim. This is very far from the truth. There are actually no known 
effective methods for the cure of this type of offender. In fact, Henry 
stateslO "It is well known that with few exceptions psychiatric clinics 
refuse to treat or do not welcome sex offenders". (6) That sex offenders 
are over-sexed. It has been noted that the majority of sex offenders are 
actually passive types and are indeed under-sexed rather than over-sexed. 
Backgrounds - Sociological and Pgvchological 
One of the areas in which there is much research needed in sex 
offenders is a description of their sociological and psychological charac-
teristics. One .of the few comprehensive studies along these lines is the 
__Nevi York State Study of 102 sex offenders at Sing Sing Prison.ll These 
9 Ibid. 
10 George W. Henry, nBook Reviewstt, American Journal of Psychiatry, 
July, 1952. 
"··s. Pr. 11nsta.te0of New York "Report on Study of 102 Sex Offenders at Sing ~g ~son , L9? • 
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offenders were studied by psychiatrists, psychologists and psychiatric 
social workers. Their offenses were of a serious nature, most of them 
having committed crimes against women and children. The findings in this 
study reveal that all of these offenders were suffering from some mental 
or emotional disorder, although by and large not serious enough to be 
classed as a psychosis. In practically all cases they showed histories of 
family discord with the concomitant emotional deprivation. Of particular 
interest to the vTriter is the finding that their parents were usually 
either brutal and dominating or over-indulgent. In general, it was found 
that these sex offenders could not themselves explain the motivation for 
their offense and often replied 11 I don't know11 when asked why they committed 
the offense. The hostile quality of many of their offenses was found to 
be very much related to their subjection to hostility and neglect as 
children. Their hostility also took the rorm of a general resentment 
against authority or authority figures. Thus it rras a form of transference 
reaction in which the hostility which was formerly felt toward their parents 
was now directed at current representatives of authority. In about half 
of the cases studied alcoholism \.ras associated with the commission of the 
sex offense. The intelligence level of the offenders studied was found for 
the most part to be equal to that of the average general population. 
Exhibitionists and Others 
From the point of view of numbers the exhibitionist is perhaps the 
most frequent to appear in courts (usually a charge of indecent exposure). 
The literature on the exhibitionist contains much that is of value in 
gaining an understanding of his psychological make-up. The clinical 
13 
characteristics appear to be sufficiently well defined that in one study 
this offense is referred to as 11 the syndrome of indecent exposure."12 The 
California Study refers to some of the findings on eXhibitionists as 
follows: 
"In contrast to other offenders the exposures are frequent and 
repetitious. As individuals they have shown a limited and 
stereotyped heterosexual performance with rigid standards of 
normality. Common is psychological dependence on medicines 
vTith tendencies to go on sprees of analgesics or alcohol. In 
the history prolonged enuresis is frequently noted and the 
common explanation for the act of indecent exposure is urinary 
urgency. They have been superficial and transient in their 
social relationships. Exposure frequently follovred feelings 
of defiance and disappointment. These people are conspicuously 
non-verbal in their integrations and on psychological tests 11 • 
Guttmacher13 reports that on Rorschach tests exhibitionists reveal 
basic personality patterns of a passive-receptive type. The Rorschach 
responses are suggestive of a depersonalized form of sexual contact and 
that 11peeping at, or touching, or exhibiting the genitals seems more 
possible and congenial to them than a relation in which the partner has 
to be treated as a human being11 .14 
Concerning the other types of offenses included in this thesis the 
literature contains much material of a speculative nature. The 1:1riter has 
not found any scientific study which specifically shmvs that there are 
great differentiations in the psychosocial backgrounds which are causally 
connected with the commission of a specific type of offense. It has been 
12 State of California, nFinal Report of Subcommittee on Sex 
Crimes", 1951 
13 Manfred Guttmacher, op cit. p. 33 
14 Ibid. 
14 
speculated, for instance, that the offender who molests a young boy iden-
tifies with the boy as a r esult of a psychological fixation at this age 
level due to an inability to grow emotionally because of his tremendous 
fear of his father. In cases of attacks upon adult women, it is speculated 
tha t this may be based upon a desire for revenge on account of childhood 
rejection by his mother. These speculations may be valid for individual 
cases, but so far a s the writer is able to determine t hey are not valid as 
generalizations about sex offenders as a whole. 
Treatment Methods 
There are basically two approaches to the treatment of sex offenders, 
the physiological and the psychological. One of the oldest methods of 
treatment is that of castration, and this is still used quite widely in 
this country and abroad, 1•Jith varying degrees of success. A second 
physiological treatment method is qy endocrine therapy. The injection of 
large doses of estrogens or androgens is said to reduce the sex impulses 
among males or females. Pre-frontal lobotomy has been used, but usually 
as a last resort in cases where the offender is psychotic. Electro-shock 
treatment has also been used in cases of psychotic sex offenders. The 
success of these physiological techniques has not been scientifically 
validated to any great extent. Bowman suggests that the value or lack of 
value of these physical methods of therapy should be checked through 
research 1.rhich might be carried out in this field. 15 
Among the psychological approaches to treatment of the sex offender, 
15 See State of California Study. 
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psychotherapy and group therapy are most frequently used. The individual 
psychotherapeutic approach involves extensive interviewing over a long 
period of time. Because of the expense as well as the lack of qualified 
personnel this method is prohibitive on a large scale. Group therapy has 
begun to be considered more seriously because it has the advantage of 
overcoming some of the obstacles of expense and results are said to be 
often more encouraging. Summing up the psychological approaches to treat-
ment, however, Dr. Bowman states, "all the standard techniques of psycho-
therapy have been used in the treatment of sex offenders without a very 
impressive resultn.16 
Treatment Problems: 
The reasons for the unimpressive results in the treatment of sex 
offenders are numerous. Basically the sex offender is a psychologically 
immature person whose defense mechanisms are 1.1eak. 
11These persons utilize :immature defenses in which their 
behavior has both the elements of gratification and defense. 
It is such that 1:1hen these persons go into the treatment 
situation, they are faced with the dilemma of giving up 
something which is gratifying or potentially gratifying and 
which has served as a defense against their anxieties and of 
taking on something new - namely maturity, which is unkPown, 
untried, and fraught with considerable anxiety, apprehension, 
and tbreat".l7 
The fact that the sex offender has difficulty in establishing rela-
tionships is an added impediment to an already difficult treatment situatio~ 
If treatment is to have any measure of success the therapist must help the 
l6 Karl M. Bowman, M. D. op cit. 
17 State of Michigan, ncrucial Issues in the Treatment and Control 
of Sexual Deviation in the Communityn, 1951 
16 
person to relate on a more mature level, helping him to learn to gratify 
his needs on a less infantile level. This should be the therapist's goal. 
In most instances, however, the main form of help which can be given is 
emotional support and strengthening of defenses. In some cases, e.g. the 
psychotic sex offender, hospitalization is required in order to start an 
adequate therapeutic regimen. 
Prevention 
All authorities in the field of sex offenses are in essential agree-
ment that the first step in prevention is knowledge - knowledge about what 
makes for deviant sexual behavior. This type of knowledge presupposes a 
broader program of research. Every reference which the writer has seen 
points to the need for more and better research along biochemical as well 
as psycho-social lines. But until such knowledge becomes available, how 
is the problem of sex offenses to be dealt with? 
Guttmacher believes that the "key to the problem lies in the psycho-
logical attitudes within the home 11 .18 The prevention of sex offenses is, 
then, based upon attitudes and feelings which are inculcated in the child 
from the very earliest years. \{hat shall these attitudes and feelings be? 
Dr. 0. Spurgeon Englishl9 writes eloquently on this sub~ect vrhen he states: 
"1. The child should have warmth from the mother. With the 
warmth the mother should combine affection so that the male 
in particular has memories of pleasant experiences with 
women and will want to re-establish ties of intimacy with 
women in later life. 
18 Manfred t Guttmacher, M. D. op ci • 
19 o. Spurgeon English, M. Dl Sex and Human Love, New American 
Library, New York, 1948 
17 
I 
2. He should have a sexual enlightenment free of taboos 
or disgust in relation to heterosexual union. 
3. He should have the interest of a man during his grovrth 
so that he identifies with masculine attitudes, particularly 
those pertaining to responsibility and home formation, 
including a satisfaction in parenthood." 
The New Jersey study '\oThich the writer has referred to earlier, 
concludes that prevention must also be based upon a program of education 
in various areas of community life. The schools must be better informed 
of "danger signs 11 among children who display tendencies of maladjustment, 
and diagnostic and treatment facilities should be utilized in such cases. 
Churches must assume greater responsibility for preventive counseling and 
strengthening of family life. Programs of adult education should be 
further developed so that parents can gain the necessary preparation in 
doing a better job of sex education and understanding their children. The 
medical profession should also be encouraged to assume more responsibility 
for sex instruction and mental health programs in genera1. 20 
The writer can sum up the statements on prevention of sex offenses by 
what Dr. 1.-1hitehorn has said,21 
11The most effective social instrumentality for the control of 
sexual behavior does not lie in the overt mechanisms of social 
coercion such as laws and policemen, but in the cultural 
processes which shape the attitudes of the individual members 
of society. 11 
All methods of prevention are ultimately aimed at achieving this type 
of goal. 
2o 
State of New Jersey, op. cit. 
21 J. c. Whitehorn, H. D. "Sex Behavior and Sex Attitudes in Rela-
tion to Emotional Health", Stanford Medical Bulletin, May, 1949, p. 46 
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CHAPTER III 
SURVEY OF THE GROUP AS A WHOLE 
Before presenting and evaluating some of the individual case records 
it is desirable to give some background information as well as sone of the 
significant findings which t he 1.riter has collected in a study of the 
records. 
Background Information 
~ In Table I the age distribution of the Hhole group is given: 
TABLE I 
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF SEX OFF~IDEBB 
Ages No. of Offenders Per Cent 
15 - 19 years 1 3.1 
20 - 24 9 23.1 
25 - Z9 6 1S.7 
30- 34 5 15.6 
35 - 39 2 6.3 
40- 44 2 6.3 
45- 49 2 6~3 
50- 54 1 :3.1 
55 - 59 2 6.3 
60 - 64 0 .o 
65- 69 2 6.2 
70- 74 0 .o 
Totals 32 100.0 
Mean Age 34.5 
11edian Age 27.5 
Hode Age 22.5 
It is seen that t he highest percentage of sex of£enders is between 
ages tvrenty to tvrenty-£our, but the bulk of cases falls between ages 
twenty to thirty-four. After age thirty-four t here is a sharp decline 
in the number of offenders. 
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In Table II the intelligence level of the sex offenders is shovm. 
TABLE II 
INTELLIGENCE LEVEL OF SEX OFFENDERS 
Intelligence Level No. of Offenders Per Cent 
Superior 3 9~4 
High average 5 15.6 
Average 12 3'7.5 
Lo"t-r average 2 6.2 
Borderline 3 9.4 
Horen 2 6.3 
Imbecile 1 3.1 
Not recorded _!z 
..Jb-2 
Totals 32 100.0 
All sex offenders admitted to the hospital from the courts are 
routinely given intelligence tests. These tests usually include one or 
more of the follovring: the Nei<r Stanford, the 1-Techsler-Bellevue, the 
Thematic Apperception Test, and t he Rorschach. It is seen in Table II 
that the largest percentage of sex offenders are of average intelligence 
(37.5 per cent) , but that a significant percentage (25 per cent) are of 
high average or superior intelligence. The remainder of the offenders 
are about evenly divided betueen the lou average, borderline and moron 
intelligence classifications. 
In Table III data relative to school attainment of sex offenders is 
given. 
TABLE III 
SCHOOL ATTAINMENI' OF SEX OFFENDERS 
School Grade Attained No. of Offenders 
Grade School Unfinished ll 
Grade School Finished 3 
High School Unfinished 10 
High School Finished 8 
College 0 
Totals 32 
Per Cent 
34.4 
9.4 
31.2 
25.0 
--.9.!.Q 
100.0 
It is to be noted that more than 50 per cent of the of fenders ei ther 
entered high school or completed high school studies. This correlates 
\.fell vTi th the findings in the two previous tables on intelligence and 
occupational status. The fact that 34.4 per cent of the offenders did not 
complete grade school t akes on some significance vrhen considered -vlit h the 
fact that only 18.8 per cent of the recorded intelligence quotients suggest 
inability to do grade school work. In other vrords, approximatel y 15 per 
cent had t he intellecttml capacity but did not complete grade school. 
This suggests that other f actors such as poor motivati on or economic 
factors may have played a role in their deficient school records. 
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In Table IV the occupational status of the sex offenders is given. 
TABLE IV 
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS OF SEX OFFENDERS 
Occupation No. of Offenders 
Unskilled Laborers 10 
Semi-skilled Laborers 1 
Skilled 14 
t·1hi te Collar 2 
Unemp-loyed _2 
Totals 32 
Per Cent 
31.2 
3.1 
43.8 
6.3 
15.6 
100.0 
It is of interest to note in the above table that the greatest 
mnnber of sex offenders, 43.8 per cent in t his study are employed at some 
type of skilled work. This is not too unusual t.Jhen this fact is correlated 
with the data presented in Table II, namely that 37.5 per cent of the 
offenders are of average intelligence and that, in addition, fully 25 per 
cent are in the high average and superior intelligence levels. It is 
perhaps more surprising to find that 31.2 per cent of the offenders are, 
indeed, nnskilled laborers. 'tolhen the intelligence level of the uhole group 
is considered, it would seem that most of these offenders have the 
intellectual capacity for some type of skilled labor. 
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Table V sho-vrs the marital status of the sex offenders included in 
this study. 
TABLE V 
HARIT~U. STATUS OF SEX OFFENDERS 
Harital Status No. of Offenders Per Cent 
Single 19 59.4 
Harried 9 28.1 
Divorced 3 9.4 
Separated 
...1. ~ 
Totals 32 100.0 
It is not surprising to note that more than half the offenders are 
single. Because of the nature of the offense the single person is more 
apt to be found among sex offenders because it is in the area of sexual 
outlet that his own life is often restricted. On the other hand, the 
comparatively high percentage (28.1) of married sex offenders suggests 
that other factors are present which lead the individual to this type of 
behavior. 
Table VI which follmrs presents data on the religious affiliations 
of the sex offenders in this study. 
TABLE VI 
RELIGION OF SEX OFFENDERS 
Religion No. of Offenders Per Cent 
Catholic 20 62.5 
Protestant 8 25.0 
Jewish 2 6.3 
Christian Science 1 3.1 
Greek Orthodox 1 3.1 
Totals 32 100.0 
The high incidence of sex of fenses among Catholics (62.5 per cent) 
in this study may ~~rtly be attributed to the fact that the geographical 
area from which these cases are drawn is quite heavily Catholic. HoHever, 
this does not seem to be the complete explanation. In Guttmacher's study 
as quoted in his book on sex offenses, he finds a disproportionate 
representation of Catholics in terms of the number of Catholics in the 
general population. He quotes the findings of other investigators who 
found this to be confirmed in other similar studies, "It might be specu-
lated t hat the rigid suppressive attitude of the Church tmrard non-marital 
and even some forms of marital expression combined irTi th the intense 
consciousness of moral transgression which Catholics are urged to cbltivat~ 
may be a causative factor of some importance. 111 
1 Manfred Guttmacher, Sex Offenses, p. 64 
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In the follovrl.ng table a summary of psychiatric diagnoses of sex 
offenders is presented. 
TABLE VII 
PSYCHIATRIC DIAGNOSES OF SEX OFFENDERS 
Psychiatric Diagnosis 
Psychopathic Personality, vlit hout psychosis 
Psychopathic Personality, ~lith psychosis 
Primary Adult Haladjustment 
Immature Personality 
Schizophrenia, Hebephrenic 
Schizophrenia, Paranoid 
Adult Situational Reaction 
Inadequate Personality 
SeXtk'll Deviation 
Uithout Psychosis, Imbecile 
Depressive Reaction, '\d thout psychosis 
Character Disorder 
Chronic Brain Syndrome, with Senile Brain 
Disease, with psychosis 
}fixed Psychoneurosis 
Chronic Brain Syndrome ,.n_ th Central Nervous 
SyJ>hilis, '\'li thout psychosis 
pysocial Reaction, Alcohol Addiction 
Total 
No. of Offenders 
8 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
2 
3 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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The great diversity of psychiatric diagnoses suggests that sex 
offenders as a group do not fall uithin any of the major psychiatric 
syndromes. It is to be noted that the greatest number (eight) were 
diagnoses as "psychopathic personality". This diagnosis is actually 
qtrlte unspecific since there is such a divergence within the field of 
psychiatry regarding its precise definition. The other diagnoses are 
also non-specific. 
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In a recent monograph2 the Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry 
states that ·' 
"only a small proportion of males convicted of sex offenses 
have been involved in behavior ,.rhich is materially dif'ferent 
from that of most nlt...·l.les in the population. This small group 
~rl1ich numbers in the neighborhood of five to ten per cent, is 
that which engages our attention as psychiatrists. Among them 
vrill be f'ound the f'eebleminded, the··psychotic and the so-called 
p~chopathic individuals. They are hereinafter designated as 
psychiatrically deviated sex offenders". 
By the use of the term 11p.sychiatrically deviated sex offender" it is 
hoped to isolate those vThose behavior represents a £'rank psychiatric 
disorder. 
ADDITIONAL FINDINGS 
Early Home Environment: The '·Triter examined the childhood home 
situations of the offenders as revealed in the records. Of the thirty-two 
records examined, eighteen indicated that the offender lived in his own 
home ,,rith both parents. In eight cases the patient viaS brought up in a 
broken home, which is defined as a home in rrhich one or both parents are 
absent. In three cases the patient's early home situati on is not given 
in the records. 
A more detailed analysis of these figures reveals the follm.ring : 
Despite the fact t hat eighteen of the offenders vrere brought up Hith both 
parents in the home, the home environment is significant for its lack of 
emotional vrarmth. There is in practically all cases a history of parental 
argument, bickering, alcoholism on the part of one or both parents and 
2 Group for the Advancement of Psychiat:tj', "Psychiatrically 
Deviated Sex Offenders", Report No. 9, Hay, 1949, Revised February, 1950. 
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lack o£ attention to the needs of the children in the f&~ily. It is 
significant that in fifteen of these eighteen cases the father is described 
in terms vThich are suggestive o£ possible emotional damage to the child. 
The following are tjpical of the terms used to describe the fathers: 
host5_le, brutal, mean, bossy, cruel, alcoholic, not affecti onate. In 
three cases the fathers are described as being dependable, fond or good. 
In general the mothers are described in terms o£ greater a£fection such 
as wonderful, kind, or S1,.Jeet. Ho'\orever, in eight of these cases mothers 
are also described as being harsh, punishing, or promiscuous. 
6f the eight broken homes, t'\"-iO patients \.Jere brought Up largely in 
institutions for children. In one ca.se, the patient Has brought up after 
age eleven in the home of his strict grandparents, follm.;ing the death of 
his o't.n parents. In two cases there is a history of moving from one 
foster home to another. Three cases indicate the absence of the father 
from the home either through desertion, legal separation or death. 
It is difficult to determine >·Ti th a:ny precision what 1.·1aS the economic 
situation in the homes of these sex offenders. Generally, the record 
states whether there existed any extreme economic deprivation. In eleven 
cases there is found the statement that the family was quite poor and in 
fot~ cases the family is said to have been living on a marginal income. 
Thus it appears that in almost hal£ o£ the cases there uas some economic 
deprivation as 't·Tell as the emotional deprivation noted earlier. The 
remainder of the records either list the economic situation as being 
adequate to good or do not give t he information at all. 
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Previous Court Record: In seventeen cases there is a history of a 
previous court record involving a sex offense. This represents more than 
50 per cent recidivism among cases in this study. The previous offense 
was usually the same as that for which the offender was being observed at 
the hospita~. It appears, therefore, that sex offenders l-.rho are recidi;..; _: 
vists nsUally repeat the same offense. 
In seven cases there 'Has a previous court record, but not involving 
sexual delinquency. In eight cases the present offense was the first 
offense of any kind. 
Attitude Toward the Offense: Reporting on his study of more than 
five thousand sex offender cases Selling states,3 
110ne particular .feature Hhich we have noticed with almost all 
o.f our sex offenders is their unwillingness to admit guilt, 
even though they knovr that t hey are not going to be prosecuted 
and that the purpose of t he clinic is to devise some sort of 
treatment. One significant reason that has come out when 't·re 
have finally gotten an admission o.f guilt has been the fact 
that t hese criminals have such tremendous internal and sub-
conscious as well as conscious .feelings of guilt that they 
are 'ashamed' to tallc about their offense. They say 'I don't 
know why I did it. I just don't like to talk about it. I 
'\otould like to forget it.' This in itsel.f de.fies psychotherapy 
unless the attitude is corrected". 
In this study the v~iter found that in eighteen cases (or greater than 
half} the offender denied commission of the offense l-1i th varying degrees 
of vehemence. In twelve cases the offense was admitted, and in two cases 
this information \vas not recorded. 
Violence: One of the most popular fears concerning the sex offender 
3 Lowell S. Selling, M. D. "Significant Factors in the Study and 
Treatment of Sex Offenderstt, 1'1edical Record, March, 1939. 
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is the idea of violence which is supposedly often associated vdth this 
type of delinquency. It is, therefore, of interest to observe that in 
only two of the cases studied was there any violence connected with the 
offense. And in t hose cases where violence 1~s noted it occurred under 
the influence of alcohol. Also in both cases the offender l<ras later 
found to be psychotic. The violence was not extreme in the sense that 
murder 't·TaS intended; in both cases it took the form of a shove or a 
punch. As Sutherland has pointed out,4 "The danger of murder b.1 a rela-
tive or other intimate associate is very much greater than the danger of 
murder by an unknmm sex fiend". 
Disposition of Cases by the Court: In its letter to the court the 
hospital's responsibility is primarily to give t he court a statement of 
whether or not the offender is sane. In those cases in which the hospital 
finds an offender to be psychotic the court has invariably followed the 
hospital's recommendation for commitment. Although the disposition of the 
cases by the court has no direct relation to the purposes of t his study, 
the \~iter feels it may be of some general interest to the reader to have 
this information. In eight cases the court followed the hospital recommen-
dation and committed the offender to a state institution. Eleven cases 
were given jail sentences ranging in length from three months to two and a 
half years. The length of the sentence varied, depending usually upon the 
previous court record of the offender. In seven cases the offender was 
placed on probation, in most instances for a two year period. Two cases 
4 E. H. Sutherland. "The Sexual Psychopathic Laws", Journal of 
Criminal Law and Criminology, January-February, 1950. 
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were disposed of by fines, one for a hundred dollars, the other for t wo 
hundred dollars. In four cases the court disposit ion is not recorded. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CASE STUDIES 
In this chapter the writer presents ten case studies selected from 
the total number of sex offenders who were admitted to the Boston Psycho-
pathic Hospital during the year 1952. Selection has been made largely on 
the basis of the nature of the offense, the availability of record material 
and the typicality of the case as an example of the particular offense. 
These cases are arranged by the writer into four major categories: 
A. Exhibitionism: Included here are cases in which the offense 
involves exposure of the genitals. It >Till be observed that the court 
charge is often given as open and gross lewdness, lascivious behavior, 
indecent exposUr.e, , etc. Upon reading the records the •~iter discovered 
that the legal charges are varied, depending upon the judge or the court 
in lvhich the offender is tried. 
B. Sex Offenses involving the molesting of children: Under this 
category are included only cases in which the particular offense involves 
some actual physical relationship between the offender and the child. 
Although many of the cases of exhibitionism related to exposure before 
children it was felt by the writer that because of the different nature 
of the offense these cases should be presented under a different category. 
c. Sex offenses which are part of the total pattern of behavior of 
either a mental defective or a psychotic offender: In this 
category are those offenders whose intelligence or mental status played a 
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significant part in the commission of the offense. For instance, a mental 
defective might be goaded into his offense through ignorance of the conse-
quences or meaning of his behavior. In the case of psychotic sex offenders 
the offense is often one manifestation of other extremely deep disturbances. 
D. Hiscellaneous sex offenses involving adult females: In this 
category are included such offenses vTith court charges as accosting and 
annoying a person of the opposite sex, peeping tom. As noted in a 
previous section of this study, none of the cases involved the use of 
force or violence 1dth adult females. 
The reason for the above categorization is essentially that this 
seemed to the writer to be the best classification in terms of the under-
lying dynamics of the offense as well as the taking into account of the 
danger of the offense to society. In general, the cases are presented 
according to the schedule which was prepared for this purpose. (See 
Appendix for this schedule.) In some cases there was more record material 
and hence some cases are presented at greater length. Following each 
case presentation there is a discussion of the case with emphasis upon 
personal and family backgrounds and psychiatric findings. 
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GROUP A 
The follov1ing t'.ro cases are presented as e:xamples of exhibitionism. 
The largest number of sex offenders referred to the Boston Psychopathic 
Hospital for observation were in this category. It was felt by the v~iter 
that these two cases are representative of this type of offender. Of the 
thirty-two cases in this study, thirteen were cases of exhibitionism. 
CASE I 
Patient is age tvrenty-four, white, single, employed as a 
laborer. He was admitted for the first time to the hospital. 
He was arraigned in court on a charge of indecent exposure. 
He had been charged similarly in 1948. The offense occurred 
on the bank of the Charles River where the patient removed all 
of his soiled clothing and was observed by someone who was 
passing by in a small boat. The police who booked him fottnd 
him masturbating. The patient denies vehemently the latter 
behavior. 
The patient 1 s father vlaS born in Boston and has had the 
equivalent of a tenth grade education. He is a self-employed 
plumber and is felt to be, by the patient, the dominant parent 
as '.Jell as a n-vronderful guy". When intervievred at the hospital 
the father expressed more of a devil-may-care attitude and 
indicated indirectly that the patient has received the punish-
ment due him. The father, who is fifty-two, gave evidence of 
much repressed hostility toward his son. 
The patient's mother was born in ~~ssachusetts in 1910 
and is a high school graduate. She vras married twice, her 
first marriage terminating in divorce. Nothing could be 
learned about her first marriage. She married her second 
and present husband Hhen she was sixteen years old. She is 
currently employed in factory 1..rork and is described by the 
patient as a "wonderful mother11 • 
The patient has a younger sister who is twenty-one 
years old, married and currently expecting a child. She 
received a high school education and l.·lorked as a nurses' 
aide. She is described as being a 11wonderful sister". 
Despite the patient's claims to the contrary, it 
appears that the relationship between the members of the 
family was far from a happy one. The patient admitted 
having stolen many items from grocery stores, five and 
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ten stores, being picked up by the police, and returned to the 
custody or his parents. It was the reeling obtained upon 
interview that the rather attempted to discipline him but was 
rorever thwarted by patient's mother. The ramily was or the 
lm'ler middle socio-economic class and appeared willing to 
indulge the patient beyond their modest means. The patient 
admits that he was yelled at by his parents whenever he got 
into trouble with the law. It appears also that the patient's 
rather was jealous or the attachment between mother and son 
which may account ror his repressed hostility tovrard the 
patient. The patient when asked whether he relt wanted at 
home asserted "they must have wanted me". 
Patient started kindergarten l-Then he was eight years 
old. When he was in the second grade, the parochial school 
authorities relt that he was too old ror that grade and 
promoted him to the rourth grade. He related that rrom the 
rourth grade on through the eighth grade, he was unable to 
be interested in school. Because o£ his uncooperative 
attitude, he railed the seventh and eighth grades, quitting 
the eighth grade when sixteen years old. He was only 
interested "in raising hell11 , an attitude which began when 
he was about twelve years old. He denies inrractions or 
school discipline. 
He began working arter he lert school and has held 
innumerable jobs, many or which he quit a£ter a rew weeks or 
months because or boredome. He has worked as a laborer, a 
plumber's helper ror his rather, and other jobs in the cate-
gory or unskilled labor. He was in the Army ror two months, 
being given an honorable discharge when £ound to be underage. 
\ihen he became or age he re-enlisted and remained on active 
duty ror eighteen months, receiving an honorable discharge 
arter the war was over. He attained the rank or starr 
sergeant. 
He learned of sex 1.;hen he ·Has sixteen or seventeen 
years old, masturbating for two years until about nineteen 
years old a couple of times per week. He stopped mastur-
bating when he found that he could have sexual intercourse 
with his girl friends with both ease and regularity. He 
denies homosexUal activity. He is currently going "steady11 
with a telephone operator with whom he has intercourse with 
regularity. He has been contemplating marriage to her. He 
asserts she has enjoyed sexual ihtercourse to the point of 
orgasm. 
As a child, patient frequently was known to steal small 
items from grocery and five and ten stores, this activity 
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being considered within the normal limits by his mother. In 
1945, he claims that he picked up on a train a girl who misre-
presented her age as being twenty-five years old. He was 
subsequently brought to a local Chicago court after being 
discovered in a hotel room with this girl. In 1948 he was 
brought to a Boston court on the charge of indecent exposure. 
He denied the charge claiming that he l.vas urinating in the 
alley near the building when a female occupant of the building 
reported him. In 1949 he uas charged with "Breaking and 
Entering" eight local residences. He served a year in jail. 
The patient asserts that he had seen a physician about 
a month prior to the offense complaining of nervousness 
associated with insomnia. It was learned that he had been 
staying up late almost every night with his girl friend and 
became upset Hhen she had gone out \vi th other men. 
Observati on Period: 
Patient is well developed and is both handsome and baby-
faced, appearing about four to five years younger than stated 
age. He is well groomed and gives much attention to his 
dress and toilet. He showed signs of mild depression, 
suspicion and tension. In the hospital his behavior was 
calm, pleasant, rational and he exhibited no bizarre behavior. 
There was no evidence of delusions, hallucinations or psychotic 
behavior. 
Psychometric examination revealed an I. Q. of ninety 
or low average intelligence. 
Diagnosis: 
Psychopathic Personality, \·lithout psychosis. 
Discussion: The precipitating cause of the patient's present offense 
appears to have been his concern about the fact that his girl friend was 
going out with other men. His masculinity lvas thereby threatened and the 
emotional upheaval which this created in him spilled over in this exhibi-
tionistic way. A previous similar offense occurred in 1948 under some1.o~hat 
similar circumstances. The patient is obviously extremely sensitive to 
rejection, interpreting it as an attack upon his wish to be considered a 
potent male. His early life history is indicative of chronically 
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tumultuous intra-familial relationships which the patient tends to repress. 
He denies his hostility toward his father and calls him instead 11 a wonderful 
guT1 • The patient did not feel accepted in his home. He strives, through 
exhibitionism, to gain a sort of infantile approval and thereby overcome 
the overwhelming sense of insecurity which he really feels. During his 
school years he tried to gain attention and acceptance through uncoopera-
tiveness and "raising hell". During the observation period he was found 
to be baby-faced and appearing about four or five years younger than his 
stated age. This no doubt enters into the underlying dynamic of the 
present offense. Among the deterrents to effective treatment in this case 
is the patient's denial of the offense and the absence of desire to seek 
help. 
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CASE II 
Patient is age thirty-five, white married, no children, 
a high school graduate, employed as a post office clerk. He 
was sent to the hospital for the first time on a charge of 
open and gross lewdness for exposing his genitals to young 
high school girls. The offense occurred on the street near 
the high school. vlhile under the influence of alcohol the 
patient felt an uncontrollable urge to expose himself. Since 
his marriage in 1949 he has had several disappointments in 
jobs and has not succeeded in establishing a secure position. 
At the time of the offense he was working part-time as a postal 
clerk and had been studying at dental technician school under 
the G. I. Bill. Work at the school was going poorly and he 
was about to be discharged. He admits his recent exhibi-
tionistic episode but denies any sexual intention toward the 
girls. He is disgusted and frightened ~ his predicament. 
The patient's father was born in Ireland and came to 
this country when he was twenty-seven years of age. He has 
been a steady \-rorker at a local factory doing unskilled 
labor. He is not alcoholic, not overly affectionate, 
restrained in his emotional display. He is described as 
treating all of his children the same and never resorting 
t o physical punishment. 
The patient's mother was also born in Ireland. Patient 
states tt she liked me very much11 and apparently there was 
affectionate display bestowed on him qy his mother. The 
patient is the oldest of four siblings. He has two brothers 
and a sister. Their relationship has been described as good. 
The sister vrho was interviewed seemed shocked and dismayed at 
the patient's plight. 
The patient's early life was spent in a Boston suburb 
where he was born. Since patient was age seven the family 
has lived in the same house, a comfortable private dwelling. 
The patient states he had "the best of everything". There 
was never any privation in regard to food, clothing, or 
warmth. The family vras close-knit, with stable cultural 
values revolving about religion and parental respect. There 
is no information on family disco~ds. 
The patient entered first grade at age six and is a 
high school graduate. He always had passing grades and always 
had good conduct marks. The patient is very devout, carries 
his rosary beads with him all the time. As a boy he went to 
Mass every morning, never missed Sunday church and once won 
an essay contest on the Church. 
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While going through school he worked as a delivery boy at 
a grocery store. After graduation and until his entrance in 
service in 1942 he ~ororked as a warehouse clerk. In service he 
served honorably £or twenty-eight months, mainly as a military 
policeman. A:rter discharge in 1946 he held various unskilled 
jobs, and there were intervening months of unemployment. Once 
he 1vas unemployed £or as long as eight months. In 1951 he got 
a part-time postal clerk job, at the same time being enrolled 
at a dental technician school. As mentioned earlier the work 
at the school was di££icult £or him and he was frequently 
criticized £or his ineptness. 
The patient never had any sex instruction. He has always 
been rather backward in matters o£ sex and £elt that sex was 
to be regarded in a rather stereotyped religious £ashion. 
"Father never told me much about sex except that I should go 
with good companions. Mother told me a little. She told me 
to behave mysel£ and to go with decent girls and to respect 
women because '\>Tomen are Heak and men can £orce attention on 
them. 11 Patient states he masturbated at age eighteen, when 
he went to a burlesque show. He felt guilty about it and 
went to church to con£ess. In the Army he had relations with 
a £ew pick-ups. In his earlier years he vmnt -vri th ·a £ew girls 
and he states "I never thought about doing anything. I 
respected them like my sisters. I was scared to do anything." 
The patient's wi£e is an energetic and somewhat over-
bearing and domineering woman. 
There is no previous court record. 
Observation Period: 
The patient is a young-looking, neat, well-groomed, timid 
person of medium build. There is no disturbance o£ his a£fec-
tive behavior. He is nervous and concerned over his present 
plight. He shm-1s no de£ect in judgment and delivers himsel£ 
o£ the normal and appropriate responses to his behavior, namely 
censure and moral disgust. He has reasonable insight inso£ar 
as his recognition o£ tension and worry as precipitating 
causes o£ his present state. 
Psychological tests indicate patient to be unstable 
emotionally lvith extreme £eelings o£ insecurity and inadequacy. 
There is a considerable amount o£ anxiety shown and there 
is evidence o£ difTicul ty in getting along vli th people. Such 
£antasy as appears isimnature and o£ simple wish-£ul£illing 
character. Tests results score average intelligence. 
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In the hospital he was cooperative to the point of being 
over- solicitous. 
Diagnosis: 
Ilnma.ture Personality vrith alcoholism and exhibitionism. 
vli thout psychosis. 
Prognosis: 
The patient's reality resources are many. He has a good 
reputation in the community, no previous offenses against the 
law, many family members willing to help him. The prognosis 
is fairly good. 
Discussion: The isolated nature of this patient's anti-social, immoral 
behavior is in strong contra-distinction to his previous life history. 
The underlying dynamic pattern which is seen so commonly i n exhibition-
ists, hmrever, is apparent in this patient's background. His relation-
ships, especially to his father, were essentially of a passive nature. 
His emotional expression was restricted and he repressed his hostility 
,.rhich is apparent in an extreme over-solicitousness as t>Tell as obedience 
manifested in extreme religious devotion and ritual. There is a precipi-
tating event which wet off the exhibitionistic occurence. His failure at 
school and job insecurity produced r eal anxiety. His desire to expose his 
genitals to young girls seems clearly to represent a desire to reaSSUl'e 
himself of his masculinity. In the hospital the major features of his 
personality were observed to be his unctuousness suggesting repressed 
hostility . The fact that this patient has many family members and friends 
\.J"ho may help give him the security \·Thich he craves leads to a favorable 
prognosis. Essentially the treatment through getting family members to 
give emotional support to the patient is a form of manipulation. It will 
probably lead to symptomatic relief vrithout getting at underlying 
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personality factors 1.rhich are causal. 
Summarizing Statement on Group A 
The cases of exhibitionism which have been presented are illustrative 
of the thirteen cases in this category. It was interesting to note that 
the underlying psychological theme which seemed to permeate most of the 
cases in this group vTas the essential passivity and docile nature of the 
offender. The interpersonal relationship patterns 1.rhich vTere established 
in the home, namely a dominant father or mother and submissive child 
continued into adult life. The insecurity and feeling of inferiority which 
were implanted in early childhood by this type of relationship showed 
itself in terms of the offender's extreme sensitivity to failure or rejec-
tion. These were usually interpreted as an attack upon his masculinity. 
In the cases in this category the writer found that the precipitating 
event -vrhich led to the exhibitionistic display was some form of failure, 
e.g. poor school vrork, loss of a girl friend to another man or loss of a 
job. This event in ttiTn appeared to affect the offender's self-evaluation 
in terms of his masculinity. 
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GROUP B 
Of the ten cases in which the offense involved molesting of chilc~en, 
the writer next presents four cases of this type. The range of cases in 
t his category was varied and the follmring four cases illustrate the 
variations. 
CASE III 
The patient is age sixty-five, white, divorced, Catholic, 
employed as a boiler tender in a factory. He has three children. 
He was sent to the hospital on a charge of statutory rape. The 
patient allegedly picked up a fourteen year old girl and tried 
to have an affair with her in his automobile. He vigorously 
denies the charge and states he is the victim of his effort to 
resist blackmail. He claims the girl's mother asked him for 
some money for a surgical operation on another daughter; when 
he refused the charge of rape was made. 
Little is known of the patient's father or of his rela-
tionship to the patient. He was born in Ireland and died in 
the United States at age fifty of "paralysis of the brain11 , 
according to patient. He is remembered by the patient as 
being a heavy drinker. The mother was also born in Ireland 
and died here at age eighty-nine of a cerebral vascular acci-
dent. She had no fonnal education. Of her relationship to 
the patient, the record states only ''she treated her children 
well". Patient is second oldest of eight children. The record 
gives insufficient material of sibling relationships stating 
simply "they got along quite well". 
Economically the family vtas extremely poor. There was a 
moderate Catholic religious atmosphere in the home. 
The patient completed the ninth grade of school at age 
fifteen and then went to work. He recalls that he repeated 
either the first or second grade in school. Patient states 
he enjoyed school but decided to quit because he wanted some 
money. He 't-rent to work in a tool factory as an inspector. 
He worked at this for two years, then embarked on his present 
trade as a boiler tender and as an operator of a hoisting 
engine. He has worked at either of the se two occupations ever 
since for various construction companies, earning a high 
salary. 
The patient claims he had no sexual experiences until 
after his marriage at age twenty-four. His wife bore him 
.four children one of tfhom died in infancy. In 1927 the patient 1 s 
wife became alcoholic and went out with other men. The patient 
filed for divorce and it was granted. The patient reared the 
children himself. He claims that he has had no other sex 
experience. 
The patient has a history of four arrests. Two arrests 
were for assault and battery, one .for speeding and the present 
one. 
Observation Period: 
The patient is neat and cooperative on the ward. 
Following his admission he had episodes of fecal incontinence. 
He expressed disgust with his present situation and continually 
denied the charge. Patient showed no psychotic tendencies and 
appeared in good contact with reality. Physical examination 
revealed the patient to have arteriosclerotic heart disease. 
Psychological tests indicate an I. Q. of 120 or superior 
intelligence. vJhen asked if he were mentally ill he replied 
11 No11 • t-Jhen asked why he was in the hospital he explained 
llJust .for this e:xrunination and test". When told that he was 
in a mental hospital and that this was upsetting to some people 
he denied being upset. When asked why he did not .feel upset 
he replied "Because you are trying to help the police. n 
Diagnosis: 
Psychopathic personality 'fith pathological sexuality. 
It is felt that he is not insane or committable and not in 
need of further hospitalization. He should be returned to 
the court to face charges. The prognosis is guarded. 
Discussion: Although little is actually known of this patient's early 
family relationships, the .father's alcoholi~ is suggestive of some o.f the 
early family scene~. The family was economically impoverished and patient 
quit school in order to go to wurk. Much more is known of the patient's 
own personal life history which was punctuated by his divorcing his wife 
and his history of four arrests. His denial of the offense was quite 
characteristic of sex o.ffenders in general and was in keeping with his use 
o.f denial as a mechanism of defense. When questioned in the hospital he 
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showed this same defensiveness by denying that he was upset when his 
replies actually revealed how upsetting hospitalization was to him. 
Because of the patient's age (sixty-five) and because of the denial which 
was so much a part of his personality, treatment along psychotherapeutic 
lines would be quite difficult. 
CASE IV 
The patient is a £ifty-one year old male, Protestant, 
married, no children, employed as a machinist. He is charged 
with accosting and attempting to molest two ten year old 
girls. In 1947 the patient was admitted to this hospital on 
a charge of indecent exposure and vras diagnosed as Psycho-
pathic Personality with pathological sexuality. Actually the 
court record indicates this to be the four~h arrest as a sex 
offender within the past ten years. 
The present offense occurred at Revere Beach when a 
passer-by observed the patient attempting to get two girls 
into his automobile. The passer-by sensed that the girls 
were rather panicky and troubled about this and Hhen patient 
got out of the car he attempted to hold him, but patient 
managed to get away. It vias learned later that the patient 
had drunk a pint of rum prior to the offense. Also connected 
with the offense was the fact that patient had exposed himself 
to the girls be£ore attempting to molest them. Although he 
admitted the offense, he could not recall any of the events 
of the day or circumstances leading to the commission of the 
offense. 
The patient's father was born in Canada of English 
parentage and lived in the Boston area from 1900 until his 
death from heart disease in 1912 when patient was eleven years 
old. He is described as drinking alcoholic beverages which 
never seemed to inter£ere with his job as a plumber. He is 
remembered by the patient as a stern, quiet parent who was 
never too sociable; he vras the dominant parent a..."ld is described 
as having been a good provider. 
The mother died in 1940. She was a hard-working woman, 
a good provider, but frequently had crying and brooding spells 
after her husband's death. The patient idealized his mother-
described her as a very fine,kind woman. He was dependent 
upon her and repeatedly sought advice from her. The patient 
has one brother who is fairly well adjusted. 
The record reveals nothing concerning his school history 
except that he completed grade school. Since 1921 he bas been 
working as a machinist, with a good record except for a year 
which he spent in jail following a previous sex offense. 
The patient is currently married to a vToman who is 
thirteen years his junior and 1-1ho, the patient contends, 
proposed to him. She is inclined to be bossy and is 
apparently the dominant member of this family unit. There 
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have been no children born, nor has his idfe ever had a 
miscarriage to his knowledge. The patient states that the 
only vmy he can experience any sexual desire is to drink 
prior to engaging in sexual intercourse. However, his uife 
has adamantly demanded on many occasions that he cease drinking, 
thus leading to his drinking elsewhere out of the house. The 
patient claims to have been drirucing since 1933 about one and 
a half quarts of either whiskey or rum or both per week as well 
as t '\orelve bottles of beer. 
Observati on Period : 
Patient i.Jas a well developed i ndividual who uas coopera-
tive, friendly and in good contact. He appeared stoop-shouldered 
and displayed no anxiety or nervousness in relating his current 
difficulties. He displayed no evasiveness or lack of attention. 
At no time did he show any remorse or guilt. He attributed his 
exposing himself to his heavy drinking. Although he said he 
knew it was wrong to have done vrhat he did he feels helpless in 
changing things because of his great need for alcohol. He 
stated that he did get semEn-mat of a sexual thrill ·t.rhenever he 
did expose himself. He had no insight into the fact of his 
current dif ficulty. He seemed to attri bute it all to his l ack 
of recreation and to his alcoholism. He accepted his vreakness 
for alcohol id th resignation and seemed not to ;.:ant t o do any-
thing about it. While in the hospital he vras calm and cooperative 
and no unusual or bizarre behavior was noted. 
Psychological tests indicated a. high normal I. Q. These 
tests ,,Jere suggestive of br ain damage, probably stemming from 
t he pat ient's excessive alcoholism. 
He was diagnosed as Without Psychosis, Psychopathic 
Personality with pathological sexuality . In vieu of the 
chronic nature of the illness the prognosis WaS poor. 
Discussion: The present offense is part of a chronic pattern, this being 
the fourth time the patient has been arrested for a sex offense. The 
offense occurred under t he influence of alchol. In fact the patient's 
excessive alcoholism has probably brought about some brain damage. It is 
interesting that the patient's father, too, was somewhat alcoholic. This 
oral characteristic seems to be the quality in the father vrith which the 
pat ient identifies. Patient does not identify iilth the father's dominance; 
instead he selects a •nfe vrho is thirteen years younger than he but 'to~ho 
is the bossy dominant type. 
Because of the chronicity of the case, the observation period seems 
to be used only to describe the patient's behavior and point to the poor 
prognosis. Treatment for this type of patient is extremely difficult if 
not impossible with the existing methods. Knowledge about the diagnostic 
category, psychopathic personality with pathological sexuality, is still 
quite limited and consequently treatment methods are also limited. 
-- '---**' --
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CASE V 
Patient is a f'orty-f'our year old vrhite, Catholic, single 
male. He is charged -vlit.h open and gross lewdness having been 
discovered handling t he genitals of a seven year old boy. The 
of'f'ense occurred in the men's lavat ory at the beach. The 
patient admits the offense and is extremely and genuinely 
distressed over the matter. 
The patient's father has been crippled for the past 
eleven years since he had a cerebral accident and has been 
unable to work. He \-tas previously employed as a wire drawer 
in a je\-tel~J shop. He had little to de> '\dth the patient's 
upbringing, the mother being most influential until her death 
vrhen the patient 'Has eleven years old, at which time patient 
moved in \.rith his maternal grandparents. The patient remembers 
the father as being brutal, beating him once vTith a razor strap 
when the patient was twelve and had sold apples from the father's 
apple tree. The patient 1 s grandmother ,.,arned the father against 
repeating this episode and it never \·Tas repeated. 
The patient's mother died at age forty of influenza when 
patient was eleven years old. About the mother t hepatient 
states, "She made sure I was neat. She li..lced everything white. 
I didn't like \.;hite clothes. I thought they \.Jere sissified. 
You couldn't have any fun without getting your clothes dirty 
which ahra;rs upset her." Patient has no siblings. 
After his mother's death he was brought up by his 
mother's parents. The grandfather was lcind to the patient 
but was completely overshadoued by the grandmother. The 
grandmother had rheumatism and patient recalls helping her 
put on her shoes and stockings every morning. She was a 
strict disciplinarian but never struck him. "She made me 
feel small by saying such things as 'I didn't think you'd 
do it 1 11 • 
Patient lived in modest but comfortable surroundings 
both with his ovr.n parents and with his grandparents after 
his mother's death. The atmosphere at home was such that 
patient never brought schoolmates home to play \.J'i t h him. 
He vTas most often accompanied wherever he vrent by either 
his grandmother or both grandparents. 
The patient began school at age six. He completed the 
second year of high school at age sixteen and completed what 
amounted to another year of high school training intermittently 
over the next t hree years. At age nineteen he began six years 
of night school i.J"here he took special courses in public 
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speaking, receJ. VJ.ng no diploma~ By day he Horked in a f actory 
and beginning at age twenty-one joined a church society, 
taught Sunday School and ,.rorked two or three nights a week 
doing recreational ~rork at a boys' reform school. His interest 
in teaching Sunday School l-7as part of a life-long desire to 
become a priest uhich 'he had been postponing until his grand-
mother's death. 't>Tithin a year of her death he joined a 
Jesuit order. For the twenty years that he remained in the 
order he served in various capacities ranging from dining 
room attendant to teaching Latin to children at the church 
school. In the Fall of 1951 the pat ient requested his release 
from the Jesuit order and since then has served as an attendant 
at a hospital. 
The patient received no sex instructi on whatever and 
from earliest years avoided any mention or '\-JI'i ting on the 
topic of sex. He had one girl friend '\<Then he '\-ras twenty-one, 
never planned marriage with her and borke up •rhen he joined 
the Jesuits. He denies a:ny physical intimacy with her and 
states vigorously, "I have never seen a uoman's genitals yet, 
not in books or anything". He denies masturbation, but 
states he occasionally has had wet dreams. 
Observation Period: 
The patient vras an old-looking forty-four year old man 
who seemed distinctly ill at ease. He conveyed a genuine 
impression of agitation over his sexual impulsiveness. In 
t he hospit al he was extremely friendly, hard-working, helpful 
and eager to be of service. At no time did he display any 
psychotic behavior. He shm-.red no insight into the possibilit y 
that he had always had strong sexual feelings, which he had 
aluays denied successfully but he did recognize uith fright the 
danger that he might repeat his present precipitating acts. 
In recognizing the nature of what he had done, he demonstrated 
adequate judgment. 
Test results are considered representative and score 
average intelligence. 
Diagnosis: 
Primary Adult Maladjustment. 
Prognosis: 
The patient shows no evidence of psychosis. It is 
felt that since he has had t his one public sexual deviation 
his mechanisms of repression and control are sufficiently 
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strong t hat he will return to a control of his sexual 
impulses. 
Discus~: Within the year prior to the commission of the present 
offense the patient enjoyed the relat ive security and dependency in t he 
religious order to vThich he had belonged for some twenty years. The 
great change in his "VTay of life, his giving up of the Jesuit order, was 
a traumatic experience similar in its consequences to the death of his 
mother. The dependency which he felt toward his mother was substituted 
by t he security of his religious attachment. When he quit the Order 
t here was a gap in his life which was left unfilled. It is not known 
what motivated him t o resign but t he consequences of this acti on affected 
his int ra-psychic workings in the direction of a more infantile level of 
adjustment. The fact that he selected a seven year old boy as his victim 
'\oTas characteristic of the immaturity of his ego in the sexual sphere of 
his development. He tended to seek and identify with a young child as the 
object of his sexual desires because t his vTas indeed the level at '\oThich 
his own sexual development was fixated. 
The early home environment was significant for its stri ctness and 
t he absence of a home atmosphere in which acceptance prevailed. At an 
early age the patient Has transferred to t he care of grandparents, 
follm.Ting his ovm mother's demise. His grandparents 'I:Tatched him very 
carefully and he was not allowed the normal emotional outlets. His sexual 
development wa s completely suppressed by t he absence of any discussion of 
matters pertairling to sex. The pat ient 1s sexuality uas expressed in a 
sublimated or substituted fashion through working vTi th young boys or 
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through fantasy . His complete denial of serual interests may also be 
explained in part by his extreme consciousness of the moral transgression 
involved in certain forms of sexual expression of an unmarried male -vrhich 
his religious belief inculcated. 
The observation period at the hospital undoubtedly had a therapeutic 
effect upon the patient. It was a form of positive manipulation in -vrhich 
the patient's guilt was intensified sufficiently so that his mechanism of 
repression was strengthened. Insight therapy vd th this man is not only 
contra-indicated but would probably be impossible because of the strength 
of the repressive mecha.llism. The prognosis is therefore quite hopeful 
in terms or the connnunity 1·s protection and keeping the patient out of 
further difficulty. In terms of his gaining self-awareness, however, the 
prognosis is poor. 
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CASE VI 
Patient is age thirty-one, married, t\-70 children, 
employed as a chauffeur at the time of the present offense. 
He is at the hospital for the first time and is charged with 
indecent assault. T\ro months prior to the present offense 
he ''ras found guilty of a similar offense but was given a 
suspended sentence. The patie~twas observed sexually handling 
t·t-:o thirteen year old boys at Revere Beach. He totally denies 
awareness or responsibility for his action. He states that 
his memory is blurred, t hat he remembers it as if it Here a 
dream, vri th vague details, uncertain of what happened and 
what did not happen. 
The patient related that he had bad many harro,.ring 
experiences while in the Service and suffered a nervous 
breakdown. He received protracted electro-shock therapy 
while in the Service. Although he disclaims having felt 
better follo~~ng this therapy he told the doctors he felt 
much improved, and \oTaS discharged for this reason. After 
his discharge from Service he wandered about the country 
seeking various odd jobs, diverse types of employment into 
none of which he was able to put any spirit. He and his wife 
separated four times only to reunite after protracted inter-
vals. He has been continuously depressed since his service 
discharge six years ago. About a vreek prior to the present 
offense the patient felt increasingly depressed and sought 
hospitalization at the Veterans Hospital. The offense 
occurred a day before he \omS to enter the Veterans Hospital. 
The patient's father is age fifty-eight, an asthenic man 
who claims he has always bad good health. He has been regu-
larly employed as a postal employee for :many years. The family 
financial condition has, therefore, been on the whole quite 
satisfactory. The father devoted little time to the upbringing 
of the family. The children were closer to the mother. She 
is described as an obese, tense, anxious ·Homan. She has had 
repeated illness, states that she has always had bad nerves 
from chronic worry about the children. The patient and his 
wife have been her chief sources of yorry. The patient has 
twin brothers. Relationship with his siblings was restrained. 
Mother \oTaS quite strict in her discipline, insisting that they 
play nicely together and allmred no scrapping vri thin the home. 
He did relatively poorly in school and considered good 
marks 11 sissified11 • He preferred sports to school Hork. He 
failed tvro grades and simply refused to '\.orork at school. He 
quit high school during the last year to join theCoast Guard. 
Subsequent to his medical discharge from the Coast Guard he 
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did odd jobs around the country as mentioned above -- as a 
handy man at a hospital and as cha:uf'feur. He states that 
he has not enjoyed any of his jobs. 
The patient received no sexual education in his home. 
He denied masturbation during childhood or adolescence. 
Patient claims that his first heterosexual relationships 
1-1ere encountered in the Coast Guard with various "p±ckups n 
whom he found in the port area. He denied having any homo-
sexual activity prior to the present illness. lMle in the 
Coast Guard he uas stationed in Georgia where he met his 
present t-life. He was engaged to another vroman but-broke 
this off::"when his present 1dfe became pregnant. They were 
married and she gave birth to a girl saven months later. 
Their sexual relationship was described as being satisfactory, 
both his vrife and he enjoying sexual activity and agreeing 
substantially on times of its occurrence. When the patient 
and his wife have been separated the 't'rife has admitted to 
him that she has dated ot her men but denies having had 
sexual relations 't11ith them. 
Observation Period: 
The patient was neatly dressed and well kempt. His 
f ace was expressionless; he carried himself in a stooped 
position. His activity l·ras markedly reduced, he talked 
slo1.rly and gave the impression of being almost 't'Tholly 
vlithout 11 elan vitale". He socialized poorly on the uard. 
A1 though his speech vras slow it was coherent and there was 
no bizarre language structure. His mood vias one of 
unequivocal depression. Aside from depression he evidenced 
no features of hysteria, compulsion, obsession, reality 
disturbances, misinterpretations or delusions. Patient 
considered himself ill but was confused as to just how he 
-vms ill. He felt, hm·rever, that he was greatly in need of 
help and that his only salvation lay in getting adequate 
psychiatric treatment. He told his wife repeatedly during 
the past few years that he needed to see a psychiatrist. 
Psychological tests indicate a score of high average 
intelligence. 
His current picture v~s one of acute depression, 
probably overlying anxiety pertaining to homosexual activities 
and destructive fantasies experienced while in the Coast Guard. 
With intensive psychotherapy the prognosis is 
satisfactory. 
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Discussion: The present offense seems to be part of a generally downhill 
emotional path which the patient has followed since his discharge from the 
Service six years ago. The offense seems tooe an effort to act out the 
seriousness of the patient's feelings around his depression and the 
infantile level at '1.-rhich he is operating. It is of interest in this 
connection that the offense occurred the day before he was to be admitted 
to a veterans hospital for psychiatric treatment. 
The restrained atmosphere in the early home life as well as the 
patient's lack of a strong male figure with whom to identify are prominent 
features of his background. The theoretical interpretation of depression 
as hostility directed invrard appears to be part of this patient's pattern. 
The fact that the mother was a strict disciplinarian and restricted patient~ 
expression of emotion is suggestive of the im-Tard direction of any hostility 
which he felt towards her. 
The observation period '"ivas used to uncover some of the possible under-
lying dynamics and to recommend a more intensive p~chotherapy in order to 
help patient better understand his symptomatology. 
Summarizing Statement on Group B 
The molesting of children is perhaps the most serious type of offense 
represented in this study because of the consequences in terms of emotional 
damage to the child. Bender and Blau1 state that following sexual relations 
vii th adults children shmr a much greater preoccupation with sex, to the 
detriment of their school progress as ·YJell as other juvenile interests. 
1 L. Bender and A. Blau "Reaction of Children to Sexual Relations 
with Adults". American Jour na of Orthopsychiatry, 7 : 500, 19.37 
..._ 
- -- ---
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It is o~ interest to note that in this category o~ o~~ense most o~ the 
o~~enders in this study were above ~orty years o~ age, except two cases 
{one o~ which is presented above) . They present histories involving 
instability in their ~amily and personal li~e, e.g. divorce, alcoholism, 
previous court records, etc. The choice o~ a child as a sexual object is 
in itsel~ indicative o~ their restricted emotional development. 
In most o~ these cases the o~~ender 1 s inability to have normal hetero-
sexual relations because o~ ~eelings o~ inadequacy or ~ear o~ approaching 
an adult woman is symptomatic o~ his immaturity in the sexuel as vrell as 
other spheres o~ his li~e. P..mong the older men who are involved in 
molesting children there is usually some question o£ possible organic brain 
damage or senility. Henninger states2 this type o~ behavior among older 
men nmay be interpreted either as the sublimation of the sexual drive or 
as part o~ their e~~ort to regain their lost youth. n 
2 J. M. Henninger, "The Senile Sex Of~ender11 , l.fental Hygiene,Julyl949 
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GROUP C 
Out of a total of seven cases in this category the writer presents 
t wo cases - one psychotic and one mental defective, which are representa-
t ive of t he group as a whole. 
CASE VII 
Patient is age thirty-one, white, male, single, a high 
s chool graduete, employed as a postman. He is sent to the 
hospital for the first time on a charge of annoying a person 
of the opposite sex, by frequent telephone calls, letter 
writing and visits to the woman 's house. The woman is known 
to t he patient. There is no evidence of obscenity or violence. 
For the past two years he felt he was in love with this woman 
and that she was in love with him. However, he never dated 
her and she gave no objective evidence of her interest in him, 
except that 11 she had a certain look about her". The girl and 
her family becan~ quite annoyed and called the police. It was 
learned that shortly after his return from the Service in 1946 
he began to hear voices accusing him of being a screw ball, 
era~, stupid. Shortly after this his mother died and apparently 
his vrithdrawal became more complete. He left the family circle 
to live by himself. He continued to hear voices, now accusing 
him of incestuous relat i ons. The patient did not deny the 
charge, exhibited some embarrassment over his present plight, 
but in general, even when questioned on the most painful 
matters, maintained a bland and smiling aspect. 
Patient's father is now seventy years old. He i s 
described as a cruel, cold person, occasionally having moods 
of affection but primarily concerned with the welfare of his 
wife . The mother, to vThom the patient was more closely 
attached, died six years ago of arteriosclerotic heart 
disease. The mother was a serid-invalid for the l ast seventeen 
years of her life and the control of domestic affairs in the 
family rested upon an older sister, age thirty-seven, whom 
t he patient re sented a s being tight and domineering. The 
patient i s the fourth of seven siblings. He was quite 
friendly and close to all his siblings during the early 
year s of his development. No further information is 
available on the economic condition or home atmosphere 
during the patient's developmental period. 
During elementary school years the patient was near the 
top of his class . However, during high school he was in the 
lower half of his clas s . He accounts for this by saying that 
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he found it difficult to concentrate during high school years, 
that the work was too monotonous. He did graduate and had no 
further schooling after high school. He co~nented that he did 
not put out enough effort d~~ing high school and did not deserve 
his diploma. 
The patient sold newspapers at a newsstand from the seventh 
grade on and continued this \·wrk after high school graduation 
and until he was drafted into the army. In view of this low 
level of achievement vocationally, it is surprising to find that 
during his forty months in the army he was an instructor in 
radio and in the use of small arms. He also went to an army 
ground control school. After his discharge he returned to 
selling newspapers, working for the brother-in-law of the girl 
upon whom he attempted to force his attention during his 
present illness. He continued this work for two and a half 
years and subsequently worked for nine months as a laborer for 
the city, following which he passed a civil service examjnation 
and became a postman. 
The patient1 s history is striking by the absence of sexual 
contacts. He has never had dates or sexual experience in his 
entire life. Sex was never talked about at home and his chief 
means of information were gossips on the street and occasional 
books. There is no kno~homosexual behavior. There was no 
history of sexual fantasy but it is quite obvious from his 
behavior that such fantasies play an important role in his 
every day life . 
Observation Period: 
The patient is short, quite neat in appearance. Throughout 
interviews he maintained a bland, smiling face. He often laughed 
in a purposeless way. He tended to use sententious phrases. 
For example, when first asked what his problem was, he said, 
11Well, it 1 s a matter of biology. 11 H1.s discussion on any topic 
trailed off into evasiveness and incOherence. His judgment as 
tested with proverbs and excerpts from the Wechsler-Bellevue 
test, seemed within normal limits. On the other hand, he had 
no insight into his illness. He was completely convinced of 
the reality of the voices which have been his accusers and of 
the general delusion of having a courtship with this girl. 
Although no ps,ychological test was given he was evaluated 
P..s being better than average intelligence. 
ntagnosis: 
Mild Chronic Schizophrenia, hebephrenic type, with 
frequent auditory hallucination. 
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Prognosis: 
Poor 
Recommendation: 
The long standing nature of the illness combined with the 
complete lack of insight makes short term therapy an impossi-
bility. There seems no other recoU2·se than to have patient 
admitted to another state hospital for more long term therapy. 
Discussion: It is apparent that in this case the particular offense is 
part of the total psychoti c picture which the patient presents. His 
delusional system, his auditory hallucinations were undoubtedly contributed 
to by his completely barren sex life, complemented by a life of over-
whelming sexual fantasies. There seemed to be few immediately precipitating 
factors in this case . The present offense and the present illness seem 
rather to be a pathetic manifestation of his ineffectuality in translating 
his sexual drives into some form of socialized action. 
In this case the hospital observation period is used in making a 
definite determination of the existence of a psychosis . As usual in such 
case the court followed the hospital's recommendation a1n the patient was 
committed to a mental institution. 
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CASE VIII 
The patient is age twenty-four, single, employed as an 
unskilled laborer. This is his second admission to the hospital. 
His first admission vras in 1946 at i>lhich time he was charged 
't·rith indecent assault upon a female child. He was diagno(:led 
psychopathic personality lri th asocial and amoral trends, 
vri t hout psychosis. The present charge is the same as the 
earlier one - indecent assault. He vras brought here this 
time for molesting t't·ro female children. He stated that 
-.rhile walking to ~orork he was asked by some girls to fix their 
bows and arro'\.rs. During this process he impulsively kissed 
one of th~n on the lips. He admitted the offense and admitted 
many other similar offenses during the past few months with 
girls under seven years of age. He said he did not bot~er 
vii th older girls because 11 they yell and attract attention". 
His family reported that during intervals betvreen his two 
hospital admissions he had held several jobs although he had 
first been committed to the House of Correction for two years. 
He had behaved well there and had been discharged after a 
year and a half. His family felt that frequently at work he 
was exploited by his employers as they did not pay him what 
he was worth. The hospital reported after his first 
admission here that he might continue to get into difficulties 
because of his lack of intelligence and his seeming unaware-
ness of methods of keeping out of trouble. 
Patient's father is sixty-four years old. The father was 
ali·Tays quite strict. He is proud of the fact that he has given 
frequent beatings and feels this is the right vray to handle 
boys. Patient 1 s mother is the nervous tYPe - worried over the 
children all the time, high strung, irritable. The family is 
moderately close, although the patient himself does not confide 
in his mother or father. Patient is the fourth of six siblings 
and is not particularly close to aQY of them. The financial 
situation at home was always good since the father was always 
a steady 't.rorker. 
After completing the fourth grade the patient uas sent to 
a special school because mental retardation was noted. He 
stayed at this school until age sixteen at which time he quit 
to go to work. He has worked on and off since then in an 
unskilled capacity. 
The patient's father is completely ignorant of patient's 
sexual life. He says that the patient never mentions girls. 
On one occasion father told him to stay away from girls and 
not to go out ~olith them. The patient didn't appear particularly 
interested and did not pay much attention to his father. 
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Patient has never $ked for sexual information at home and none 
was given. 
Observation Period: 
Patient appeared to be a dull young man. He was slow to 
answer and frequently changed his sto1~. Poverty of thought 
best describes him. His mind seemed blank and the level of 
intelligence may verify this. His judgment and memory were 
evaluated as poor. He denied previous arrests. He denied 
habitually or even occasionally molesting children and looked 
upon the present episode as though it didn't occur to him. 
Psychological tests revealed an I. Q. of sixty-five or 
defective. 
The diagnostic impression was given as (1) marked and 
progressive deficienty (2) psychopathic personality. 
The patient was returned to the court with the recommen-
dation that he be sent to an institution for defective 
delinquents. The prognosis was poor. 
Discussion: This patient's defective intelligence, together with a 
previous diagnosis of p~chopathic personality associated with a previous 
similar offense points to an extremely poor prognosis. Present methods of 
dealing with this type of offender are largely of the custodial variety. 
The offenses for '1.-Thich this patient has been brought to court are of a 
very serious nature because they are directed at young children. In terms 
of the seriousness of the offense~ society considers this to be more 
menacing than, say, e:xhibitionism. The hospital recommendation that the 
patient be sent to an institution was followed in this case. In this case, 
again, the hospital was utilized to make a definite determination of the 
patient's psychological ability to get along in the outside community 
without getting into trouble. 
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Summarizing Statement of Group C 
Of the five psychotic offenders in this category it was noted that 
the offense itself is only one symptom of a seriously disturbed person-
ality structure. There 1-rere four cases of schizophrenia in which the 
commission of the offense was seen to be an acting out of some of the 
intrapsychic conflict which the offender felt. In one case the offender 
was diagnosed as having a psychosis super-imposed upon an existing condi-
tion of psychopathic personality. The exact nature of the psychosis in 
t his case was not specified in terms of any of the well-known psychiatric 
syndromes; the patient 1 s behavior, hm..rever, was characterized by its 
basically irrational, repetitive nature . There were two cases in which 
the offender's mental deficiency 1-ras seen to be the significant feature 
in the commission of the offense. One of these cases is presented above; 
the other case 't-7as that of an individual loTi th an intelligence quotient in 
the category of imbecile. 
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GROUP D 
The following are two cases of offenses involving adult females. 
These tvro cases are of such a nature that they did not logically fit into 
any of the other categories, and are presented as e~ples of miscella-
neous offenders vTho, because of the nature of the offense, were sent to 
the hospital for observation. 
CASE IX 
Patient is age twenty-one, white, single, employed as a 
soda-clerk. He Has sent to the hospital from the court on a 
charge of lewd,\anton and lascivious behavior. The present 
difficulty began three \..J'eeks prior to his hospitalization 
Hhen he found a card in a men's room which listed the name 
of a "Hassage Parlor - 24 Hour Service". A telephone number 
was given at the bottom of the card. The patient called the 
number at two o'clock in the morning to determine whether 
the card really advertised a house of ill fame. Although he 
Has politely refused he persisted in calling her at odd hours 
of the night. She complained to police ·...rho tapped her phone 
and traced the calls. The patient admitted the calls but 
claims he 1-ras continually trying to get information a s to 
uhether the ·Haman ran a house of ill fame. He denied using 
profanity. 
The patient's father was born in Germany and nm• lives in 
Hartford, Connecticut 'l:rith his Hife and daughter. He emigrated 
to the United States in his youth and learned to read and write 
English. By his first vdfe he had two children, a daughter and 
patient. After his first ·vrif'e died, vThEin patient uas seventeen 
years old, the father remarried and his wife gave birth to a 
daughter. Though the father vras not very strict there were 
frequent arguments in the home, mostly around the patient's 
behavior. There uere occasions when the father would strike 
the patient vrhen he wanted patient to do something or other. 
P.fter father's remarriage , the home atmosphere continued to 
be tumultuous and full or arguments. 
The patient's mother died at age forty-seven of tuber-
culosis. She also emigrated to t l1is country from Russia 
during her late teens. ~Ihenever the patient argued with his 
father, mother sided vli th patient and generally treated him 
very well. The economic condition in the home was poor. 
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The patient started school at age four. He attended 
school until the middle of the ninth grade, vThen he quit at 
age sixteen. He always did poor viork and never enjoyed school. 
He repeated several grades. Occasionally he became a bel1avior 
problem in school. On two occasions he Has expelled from 
school because of his truancy. He would feign illness in 
order to sldp school. 
During ages fourteen to fifteen he worked part time after 
school and during the summer in a restaurant performing general 
work. After quitting school he i·Torked as a stock-boy in a 
jewelry store until he joined the Army in August, 194 7. His 
service career was marked by frequent arguments with officers, 
guard house discipline and a general discharge. After discharge 
he vlOrked at various odd jobs as a factory hand and as a 
counterman. 
The patient used to be very shy until the age of 
eighteen when he began to go out vri th girls. He acquired 
sexual information on the street from boy friends. He had 
sexual intercoua~se for the first time at age nineteen and 
continued to have relations vii th the same '1.-toman once to 
three times per week. This woman is separated from her 
husband and is rearing three of her five children in her 
home and on public welfare. During the past few years the 
patient has on occasion had homosexual relations in which 
he has been the passive member. He has aroused men to 
commit fellatio on him. He claims that he has never been 
the active member but has submitted to their advances. 
The patient has one prevlous court offense. In 1949 he 
was fined five dollars and court costs on a charge of disturbing 
the peace after becoming involved in an argument uith another 
man. 
Observation Period: 
The patient -vras extremely depressed and fearful follovring 
his achnission. Hith minor reassurance he became quite cheer£u.l 
and adapted himself well to the ward. He ate and slept well 
and socialized freely. It was significant that for two years 
f'rom 1949 until 1951 the patient had sexual intercourse -v1ith a 
,.roman in Newport and that since then he bad had no sex relations. 
His current fiance had refused to engage in sexual intercourse 
until marriage. That the patient was under great sexual tension 
while making these calls, appears very likely. He seemed to 
shovr some insight into his problem and felt that he was 
emotionally disturbed. 
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The results o£ psychological tests indicated average 
intelligence. 
Diagnosis: 
Psychopathic personality \-lith asocial and amoral trends. 
There is no evidence o£ psychosis. 
Prognosis: 
Guarded. 
Discussion: This patient's early home li£e had a n UI.nfholesome emotional 
atmosphere. He observed £requent arguments and uas himself' the Victim o£ 
his £ather's aggressive attacks. Economically the £amily was poor, and 
this no doubt added to the patient's dif£iculties in getting ahead. The 
patient's personal life history has the characteristic o£ rebelliousness 
and argument. He did not succeed in the Army. In £act it is observed 
that the patient has had asocial tendencies since his adolescence, having 
been expelled from school twice and been given a general discharge £rom 
the Armw· His sextUil history is similarly marked ~ its unwholesome 
character. The present o££ense is, therefore, to be viewed as part o£ a 
chronic pattern of amorality which is typical o£ the psychopathic pattern. 
In view of the diagnosis and the e~~remely deep-seated character of 
personality disturbance mani£ested, the treatment is made ver>J dif£icult. 
The fact of the patient's youth is prognostically good, but the patient 
must himself have a desire £or help if a treatment progress is to be made. 
CASE X 
Patient is age twenty-five, single, employed as a stock 
clerk. This was his first admission to the hospital. He was 
sent in by the court on a charge of being a peeping-tom. 
About two nights prior to the offense the patient became 
engaged to a girl he had known for a year. The patient, on 
the night of the offense, decided to visit a friend whom he 
hadn't seen in about a month. Though he did not kno\-1 the 
exact address of his friend he decided to find him at eleven 
o'clock that night and during the process was accused by a 
man of peeping through his apartment windol.J" at his wife . 
Patient stated that 1-rhen he was accused of this he ran and 
tried to get atvay but was apprehended. He denied consistently 
having committed the act and stated only that he felt rather 
foolish about attempting to find his friend so late at night. 
Since leaving the service in 1946 the patient has been drinking 
a lot and , though never intoxicated for long periods of time, 
frequently drank several beers in one night, but stated that 
this did not interfere with his work, 
Patient's father died shortly after patient's birth and 
had no information concerning him. Step-father died one year 
ago. He was an alcoholic, drank wine in excessive amounts 
and died of cirrhosis and pericarditis. Patient recalled the 
step-father beating him but during the interviews did not 
express any hostility tcmard father or step-father. :Hother 
likewise is an alcoholic and ~<Tas unmarried at the time of 
patient's birth. She remarried several years after the death 
of her first husband uhom she married after the patient was 
born. ii1hen the father died she placed the patient and his 
brother in an orphanage . She disappeared tihen the patient 
t·Tas thirteen and it t-rasn 1 t until the patient t-Jas eighteen 
years old that he Has able to find her after much searching. 
Patient has tt.ro younger brothers. James, seven years younger 
t han patient is a drinker like the patient and is at present 
in the Navy. Roger, nineteen years younger than patient, t.ras 
born as a product of mother's second marriage. 
From ages ten through eighteen patient t..ras in tuo 
orphanages and one foster home. His longest residence was 
uith an elderly foster mother with whom he lived from age 
fourteen through eighteen. He -vras required to \.Jork but ·Has 
able to go to school, and took some odd jobs. The foster 
mother gave him spending money, but the patient didn't like 
the home and Hould frequently stay out late at night. \-Then 
he came home late the foster mother would occasionally beat 
him Hi th a cane. 
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Patient completed three years of high school where he 
pursued an academic course and obtained above averege grades. 
He participated actively in sports at school. At age eighteen 
he was drafted into the Army and vras honorably discharged one 
and a half years later. Since then he has held several 
clerical jobs. 
During his periocl of military service and since then the 
patient has been moderately active sexually, but on one occa-
sion was accused of statutory rape and assault and battery on 
an eighteen year old girl, in spite of his denial of having 
intercourse with her. He 1>ras found innocent of the rape charge 
and '\vas given a two month sentence on the assault charge which 
he 1·TaS unable to deny. The patient denies guilt surrounding 
masturbation -vrhich started at age seventeen. He also denies 
any homosexual contacts. 
Observation Period: 
The patient l.-Tas a neat and clean young fellow who dressed 
Hell and uas calm and cooperative on the ward \-There his demeanor 
was quiet and appropriate. He appeared to be moderately 
depressed without agitation, but this was appropriate to his 
being in the hospital. There Has no elevation of mood, but the 
patient related the facts of his life \vi thout affect or emotion. 
In discussing his present situation, he dismissed the charge 
against him by laughing and saying 11 it just isn't so11 • He was 
more defensive about the earlier charge against him and blamed 
the girl he was dating. Attempts to get further into his 
behavior led him to attribute his emotional problems, first 
to his mother, and finally to his sporadic drinking. No hallu-
cinations, delusions or illusions Here elicited and the patient 
was oriented to time, place and person. Memory for recent and 
remote events appeared to be intact. 
Psychological tests indicated patient had a superior 
intelligence. His judgment \vas fair but insight at least into 
the alcoholism was lacking. The diagnosis is Dysocial Reaction 
with Alcohol Addiction. No evidence of psychosis Has present 
nor Here psychoneurotic symptoms prominent. 
Discussion: In this case it is of interest to note that the offense 
occurred shortly after the patient became engaged. Although it is not 
knoun what effect this particular event had upon the patient's intra-psychic 
processes an event such as this seems to have a traumatic influence upon 
the sex offender's behavior pattern. The unusual amount of emotional 
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deprivation which this patient suffered during his youth i s the outstanding 
feature of his psychosocial background. His mother deserted him; his 
father was remembered as a brutal alcoholic person; his foster mother was 
harsh and punitive. The shifting about from orphanage to foster home 
prevented patient from establishing any stable identifications. The 
patient's denial of the offense is, again, characteristic of sex offenders 
in general and of this patient in particular. He denied a previous sex 
offense as well. His extreme defensiveness during the observation period 
suggests that this is his mechanism for dealing with the feelings of guilt 
which he probably feels. It was also noted during the observation period 
that he projects his problems onto persons and situations outside of 
himself. 
Summarizing Statement on Group D 
The family history in both of these cases is seen to be quite unwhole-
some. The offenders suffered considerable emotional deprivation. In the 
first case there existed an unhappy home life characterized by argument, 
physical punishment, and economic poverty. In the second case the offender 
was shunted about from orphanage to foster home and never had the necessary 
emotional warmth which is so important for healthy psychological develop-
ment. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUM}UUlY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It was the purpose of this thesis to describe and examine some of the 
significant social and psychological characteristics of male sex offenders 
who i-Tere referred to the Boston Psychopathic Hospital for observation by 
the courts during 1952. The study was focused on the observation period 
and was specifically concerned with what the hospital records revealed 
concerning the types of sex offenders who were admitted during 1952, some 
of their personal and family characteristics and the psychiatric findings 
during their stay at the hospital. J:.faterial which seemed pertinent vTas 
elicited on the basis of a schedule which the v~iter prepared for this 
purpose. (see Appendix) 
The writer examined thirty-two case records of sex offenders, this 
being the total number of male sex offenders who were committed for obser-
vation during the period under study. Following a brief survey of some of 
the recent literature of sex offenses the data for this study is presented 
in t1.vo parts. First, in Chapter III, the writer presents a survey of the 
group as a uhole including significant statistical information, economic 
and family background material, as well as findings regarding attitude 
toward the offense, previous court record, presence or absence of violence, 
and a summary of court dispositions of the cases. The second part of the 
study (Chapter IV) is; devoted to a presentation of ten case studies, each 
followed by discussions centering around the personal and fa~ily backgrounds 
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and the significant psychiatric £indings during the observation period. 
The mean age of the sex offenders studied vras 34.5 and the bulk of 
the cases ranged between ages tvrenty and thirty-four. After age thirty-
four a sharp decline in the number of sex offenders was observed. In 
nineteen cases the offender was single and in nine cases he was married. 
There l..rere three cases in vrhich the of£ender vras divorced and one case in 
which he 'ltTas separated £rom his wife. 
It was noted in Table II that the intelligence level o£ the sex 
offenders in this study vras, in 62.5 per cent of the cases, average or 
above. Tvrenty-five per cent of t his number were o£ high average or 
superior intelligence. In keeping vri th the generally average or above 
intelligence, 43 .8 per cent o£ the offenders were employed at same type 
of skilled work. The religious a£filiation was found to be as follows: 
twenty were Catholic, eight Protestant, two Jewish, one Christian Science 
and one Greek Orthodox. 
In Table III the writer observed that greater than fifty per cent of 
t he offenders either entered high school or completed high school. This 
seemed to correlate well with observations noted earlier concerning the 
intelligence levels and occupational status of the sex offenders studied . 
The study indicated that during 1952 the types of sex offenders who 
uere sent to the hospital for observation fell l argely into two major 
categories, namely exhibitionists and offenders against children, with a 
small scattering of other types of offenses. The exhibitionist was the 
most frequent type of offender observed at the hospital. Since the 
exhibitionist appears in court more frequently than all other types of 
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sex o~~enders he is, there~ore, likely to be more numerous among those 
re~erred to a mental hospital ~or observation. It should be stated that 
though exhibitionism constitutes an important community problem in terms 
of its of~ensiveness to public morality it is considered to be a relatively 
minor and h~xmless ~orm o~ delinquency. The more serious types o~ sex 
o~fenses are those involving the molesting of 1.romen and children. In the 
pr esent study this type o~ sex o~fender appeared in a substantial minority 
o~ cases but in only t1.ro cases was there any show of violence connected 
\dth the of~ense. It 1.-rould appear that the popular conception of vicious-
ness associated 1-Ti.th sex o~~enses is nor borne out in the present study. 
In examining the personal characteristics o~ the sex o~~enders the 
underlying theme which seems to rem1r in all o~ the records studied is the 
essential immaturity and arrested psychological development of the o~~enders. 
In one •ray or another they all shoued an inability to operate on a mature 
sexual and social level. This inability seemed to be associated Hi th a 
restricted and stunted emotional li~e 1-rhich ~ound its roots in their early 
~amily histories. In practically all cases the 1vriter ~ound t:b..at the early 
home environment 1·7as signi~icant ~or its lack o~ emotional warmth. It Has 
noted that in most cases there v!as a history of parental argument, broken 
homes, alcoholism on the part o~ one or both parents and lack o~ attention 
to the emotional needs of the children in the family. The fathers ·Here, 
in general, described as harsh, brutal, dominating and una~~ectionate 
persons. The mothers were usually described in more affectionate terms 
but a large number o~ them uere also described in terms t-rhich are sugges-
tive of possible emotional damage to the child. 
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The psychiatric findings during the observation period reveal great 
diversity of psychiatric diagnoses. The most frequent diagnosis was 
psychopathic personality of which there vrere eight cases. The rest of the 
diagnoses involved some form of psychoneurotic or psychotic personality 
pict~~e. Except in the case of the frankly psychotic sex offender the 
diagnoses "t'lere actually quite unspecific. This may be due to the fact that 
knm-Tledge about sex offenders as related to the commission of a specific 
type of offense is still quite scant . Diagnosis appears, therefore, to be 
almost impossible vlhen it comes to pin-pointing the bel;lavior pattern which 
is manifested. 
Because so little is known about sex offenders the treatment of t~is 
type of person is also extremely difficult. It is, therefore, not unusual 
that in most of the cases in this study the Hriter found the prognosis to 
be, in general, poor or guarded. 
The literature did not indicate any great differentiations in the 
psychosocial backgrounds of sex offenders Hhich seem connected 1-ri th the 
conn:nission of a specific offense. This appears to be borne out in the 
present study. The records studied did not show any significant qualita-
tive differences in the psychosocial backgrounds of the various types of 
offenders lThich could adequately explain the particular type of sexual 
deviation manifested. In other Herds, this study seems to point to certain 
common characteristics of sex offenders in general but the material does not 
point to particular syndromes of sex offenses Hith consistent psychosocial 
background patterns. 
In general, the findings of this study seem to imply that there is 
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still very little known concerning the sex offender's maladjustment. There 
is a great need for additional individual case studies so that eventually 
some scientifically sound generalizations can be made which will help both 
the community and the offender. 
~-!~~ 
Richard K. C nant 
Dean 
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SCHEDULE: 
1. Identifying Data 
Name 
Age 
Religion 
Marital Status 
Number of Children 
Occupation 
2. The Offense 
APPENDIX 
a. Type of offense, onset 
b. Place of occurrence 
c. Victim 
d. Attitude touards offense 
3. Family Background 
Father 
l1other 
Siblings 
Home Atmosphere 
Economic Condition 
4. School History 
Grades achieved 
Likes, dislikes 
5. Occupational History 
6. Sexual History 
a. Ivleans of obtail"l..ing sex information 
b. Previous sex offenses 
c. Sex habits 
7. Previous Court Record 
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8. Observation Period 
a . Appearance 
b . Physical f'indings 
c. Intelligence quotient 
d. Behavior on 1-1ard 
e. Insight and Judgment 
f'. Diagnosis 
g. Prognosis 
h. Recommendations 
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